SHRI JAGANNATH TEMPLE OFFICE, PURI

No. 7114  
Date: 25.6.19

To

All the Corpus Fund Donors
(Those who donate up to 31st Mar-2019)

Sub: Regarding Shri Gundicha Pahandi Darshan

Blessed & Esteemed Devotee,

It is our pleasure to intimate you that this year Shri Gundicha Yatra is going to be held on 4th Jul. 19 and Pahandi Darshan has been scheduled at 10.00 a.m.. As per the provision of the Corpus Fund Donation Scheme, Shri Jagannath Temple Administration is facilitating their Corpus Donor with (2) two numbers of Pahandi Darshan Tickets to witness the sacred Pahandi of Shri Jagannath Mahaprabhu.

Until 2010 this office was sending the Pahandi Darshan Tickets to its donors either by post or by courier services. But after observing some communication problem; it has been decided to distribute Shri Gundicha Pahandi Darshan Tickets at Shri Jagannath Temple Office, Puri. (Sadar Karyalaya at Grand Road, Puri)

You are therefore requested to please make it convenient to collect complimentary tickets from this office. The tickets will be available from 2nd to 3rd Jul-2019 at ‘Donation Cell’ in between 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Yours at the feet of
Lord Jagannath

Information Officer
Shri Jagannath Temple, Puri

N.B.: Please produce your concerned letter / First Donation Receipt for collecting the Complimentary Pahandi Darshan tickets.